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Abstract

Network controllability is used to model complex networks. Controlling
the entire system is of particular interest in various fields. The optimiza-
tion version for the minimal controllability problem (mcp) is known to be
NP-HARD by Olshevsky [26]. Structural controllability allows one to
analyse the system when the exact strength of interactions is difficult to
measure. The optimization variant for structural controllability is shown
to be solvable by a polynomial-time bipartite maximal matching algorithm
[17].

In this thesis, we study three polynomial-time algorithms for structural
controllability and structural output controllability [9, 17, 34] and analyse
their correctness and optimality. We discover that the algorithms in Gao
et al. [9], Wu et al. [34] are not correct. We present counterexamples to
both correctness and optimality for the algorithm by Gao et al. [9]. We
also construct a counterexample to the optimality for the algorithm by Wu
et al. [34]. The subtle flaws in their proofs are analyzed. Furthermore,
we show that two variants of the mcp problem regarding structural out-
put controllability are NP-HARD: edge-bounded variant and outdegree
bounded variant. The NP-hardness is shown by an explicit construction
of a logspace reduction from the 3sat problem. The limitations of the
construction and equivalence of other variants are also discussed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation

Control theory is a mathematical model for the dynamics of complex systems. The

study of complex network systems and control theory is applied widely, for example,

in electrical grids, transport networks, social communication networks and biological

systems [24, 25, 31, 35]. Its significance to biological networks is particularly worth

noting. The brain, cancer, and several biological systems are modelled as complex

network systems [11, 20]. Its application in medicine also includes drug target iden-

tification [2, 34].

It is known that controllability of a system can be verified by computation of the

rank of the controllability matrix corresponding to the system [17]. By applying graph

theory to control theory, Lin [15] obtained a characterization of structural controlla-

bility in terms of graph theoretic structure of cactus covering. Lin’s result was later

generalized by Shields and Pearson [30] to multi-input systems. In the 1990s, Poljak

[29] subsequently gave four equivalent formulations for structural controllability. The

results were generalized to output systems by Murota and Poljak [23].

Computational complexity classifies problems by difficulties. The problem class P

represents problems that can be solved efficiently. The classNP intuitively represents

problems that can be easily verified. Any problem that is as difficult as all the

problems in NP is said to be NP-HARD.
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Various optimization problems for different complex systems were formulated [13,

25, 27, 31]. Usually, the computational complexity class of a problem allows one to

understand the nature of the problem. We are interested in optimization problems

regarding the structural output controllability of systems (precise definition to be

given in Chapter 4). Olshevsky [26] showed that the minimal controllability problem

(mcp) for controllability is NP-HARD. Liu et al. [17] showed that the mcp problem

for structural controllability for an entire system has a polynomial-time algorithm and

hence the corresponding problem is P. The mcp problem was extended to structural

controllability for a preselected part of a system, which is known as structural output

controllability, with two proposed algorithms (see Gao et al. [9], Wu et al. [34]).

In this thesis, however, counterexamples to the two proposed algorithms for struc-

tural output controllability are given. The hidden flaws in the corresponding proofs

are revealed. A code written in Sage, a computer algebra system, is used to verify

the correctness of the computation of rank of the structural output controllability

matrix. A few concrete computational counterexamples are shown. Two variants of

the mcp problem concerning structural output controllability are shown to be NP-

HARD. This gives strong evidence that no polynomial time algorithm can solve the

mcp problem for structural output controllability unless P=NP.

1.1 Linear systems and controllability

A classical example of a linear system is the control model of a robot. One would

like to control the movement of the robot by an external controller that adjusts the

parameters of some particular parts (such as joints) of the robot. Controllability is

the measure of one’s ability to drive the system from an initial state to an arbitrary

state. On the other hand, structural controllability studies a family of systems instead

of a single system. They are formulated in Section 2.2.
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1.2 Variants of minimal controllability problem (mcp)

The basic problem is briefly stated as (see Chapter 4 for mathematical formulation):

Given a linear system (without inputs), find the minimum number of

internal states needed to be affected by an input so that the resulting

system is controllable.

Olshevsky [26] showed that any approximation to the answer within a factor of c log n

for c > 0 is NP-HARD.

We call full controllability problem (fcp) the problem for structural controllability

involving the entire system. Similarly, the target controllability problem (tcp) is

considered as the variant of mcp for structural controllability of a preselected part

of the given system. Two versions of the partial controllability problem are further

formulated: degree bounded version and edge bounded version. The degree bounded

version restricts the number of affected states of the system for each external input;

while the edge bounded version restricts the total number of connections from external

inputs to the states. Both versions are proved to be NP-HARD in this thesis.

1.3 Outline of the remaining chapters

Chapter 2 covers the preliminaries and rigorous definitions:

The mathematical background required is linear algebra, control theory and graph

theory. Section 2.1 reviews a few notions in linear algebra and the definition of rank

for control theory. The intuition behind control theory and its classical results are

discussed in Section 2.2. Graph theory and the results beyond classical control theory

are mentioned in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. Our proofs highly rely on reductions and

the well known NP-HARD problem 3sat. The intuitive ideas, notions and the

definitions of the 3sat problem are given in Section 2.5.

Chapter 3 covers the work by Barabási et al. [2], Gao et al. [9] and Wu et al. [34].
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In Section 3.1, the original algorithm for structural controllability by Liu et al. [17] is

stated. The analysis of its correctness is mentioned. In the remaining sections, both

algorithms proposed by Gao et al. [9] and Wu et al. [34] are stated. We construct

counterexamples to the two algorithms and reveal the flaws in their proof.

Chapter 4 covers our major results about the NP-hardness of the variants. Their

decision versions are shown to be NP-HARD. Mathematical formulation of the

problems is stated. Reductions to the decision problems from 3sat are shown.

Chapter 5 summarizes the results obtained and suggests further direction for the

research of practical algorithms.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this chapter, we will review some concepts and known results from linear algebra,

control theory for discrete time-invariant linear system, graph theory and computa-

tional complexity theory. Connections between control theory and graph theory will

also be discussed.

2.1 Linear algebra

We will review the notions of vector space, subspace, dimension, and rank of a matrix.

One may refer to Friedberg et al. [8] and Valenza [32] for the abstract and

structural views of linear algebra. A computational and elementary approach can be

found in Lipschutz [16] and Matthews [19].

A vector space V (over a ground field K) is a set of objects equipped with two

binary operations (addition) + : V ×V → V and (scalar multiplication) · : K×V → V

together satisfying the vector space axioms. The objects in V are called vectors and

the elements in K are called scalars. The vector space axioms are stated as follows:

Definition (Vector space). Any vector space V over a field K satisfies the following:

1. (V,+) is an additive group:

(a) (associativity) (u+ v) + w = u+ (v + w) for any u, v, w ∈ V .
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(b) (commutative) u+ v = v + u for any u, v ∈ V .

(c) (existence of identity) There exists an unique vector z, called the zero

vector, such that z + v = v + z = v for all v ∈ V .

(d) (existence of inverse) For all v ∈ V , there exists w ∈ V such that v+w = z.

2. (λµ) v = λ (µv) for all λ, µ ∈ K and v ∈ V .

3. (λ+ µ) v = λv + µv for all λ, µ ∈ K and v ∈ V .

4. λ (u+ v) = λu+ λv for all λ ∈ K and u, v ∈ V .

5. 1v = v for all v ∈ V , where 1 is the multiplicative identity of K.

We denote by 0 the zero vector. In our particular application, only vector spaces

over the ground field R will be considered, i.e. K = R.

A nonempty subset W ⊆ V is said to be a vector subspace of V if the subset

W itself together with the addition and scalar multiplication defined on V is also a

vector space, or equivalently, W is closed under addition and scalar multiplication.

The span of a family of vectors {v1, v2, . . . , vn} is given by

span (v1, v2, . . . , vn) =

{
n∑

k=1

λkvk | λk ∈ K

}
.

The span of a set of vectors S, which is also called the subspace generated (or spanned)

by S, is the smallest vector subspace of V that contains S. Note that every subspace

contains the zero vector. A family of vectors {v1, v2, . . . , vn} ⊆ V is said to be linearly

independent if the zero vector can be represented uniquely in span (v1, v2, . . . , vn), i.e.∑
λkvk = 0 =⇒ λ1 = λ2 = · · · = λn = 0. The family {v1, v2, . . . , vn} spans the

vector space V if span (v1, v2, . . . , vn) = V .

A basis for a vector space V is a family of linearly independent vectors which spans

V . It is well known that every vector space has a basis and there exists a bijection
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between any two of its bases. Consequently, the dimension of V is well-defined as the

cardinality of its any basis. The dimension of a vector subspace is defined similarly.

Let Mm×n (R) be the set of m×n matrices over the real numbers. We denote Aij

the entry in the ith row and jth column. We can treat a matrix A as a collection of

m row vectors or n column vectors. The row space (the column space) of a matrix

is the span of the family of row vectors (column vectors). It is known that both the

row space and the column space of a matrix have equal dimension, which we define as

the rank, rank (A), of the matrix A. Numerically, given a matrix, one can apply the

Gaussian Elimination algorithm1 to find the number of linearly independent column

vectors, which is exactly the rank.

For a finite collection of column vectors (of same size), C1, C2, . . . , Cn, we denote

[C1, C2, . . . , Cn] the corresponding matrix that consists of the column vectors of disjoint

union
⊔
Ck.

2.2 Control Theory

This section is devoted to discrete time-invariant linear dynamic system and structural

controllablity. We follow the terminologies as in Murota and Poljak [23].

A discrete time-invariant linear output system having n states, m inputs and `

outputs can be modelled by


xt+1 = Axt +But

yt = Cxt

where A,B,C are matrices of size n×n, n×m and `×n respectively, xt ∈ Rn,ut ∈ Rm

and yt ∈ R` are the state vectors, input vectors and output vectors with discrete time

variable t ∈ Z≥0. The matrices describe all interactions within the system and hence

all information completely. Strictly speaking, A,B and C describe the state dynamics,
1Detail and worked example can be found in [16, Ch.5, pp. 151-155, 175-179] and [19, Ch. 3.5].
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the input dynamics and the output dynamics of a system; n,m and ` are the number

of state, input and output variables of the system respectively. We denote (A,B,C)

the system with matrices A,B and C; and (A,B) (omitting C) when C is the identity

matrix In. Without loss of generality, we assume rankC = `, for if not, one could have

simply taken the maximum linearly independent set of row vectors and computed the

remaining linearly dependent row vectors. For our application, we restrict every row

of C having exactly one non-zero entry. Nevertheless, all the definitions and results

still hold for general matrix C.

An output value y ∈ R` is reachable from an initial state x = x0 ∈ Rn, denoted

x0 ; y if there exists a finite sequence of inputs u0,u1, . . . ,ut ∈ Rm such that

yt = y. For a system (A,B,C), its output controllable subspace is the vector subspace{
y ∈ R` | 0 ; y

}
which consists of all values reachable from the initial state 0 ∈

Rn. We denote by d (A,B,C) the dimension of the output controllable subspace of

(A,B,C).

A system (A,B,C) is said to be output controllable if d (A,B,C) = ` = rankC;

and simply controllable when the condition holds for C = In.

The output controllability matrix of a system (A,B,C) is given by

OC (A,B,C) :=
[
CB,CAB,CA2B, . . . , CAn−1B

]
.

The following result concerning the output controllable subspace and its output con-

trollability matrix is known as the Kalman’s rank criteria. Its proof is given in the

appendix for completeness.

Theorem 2.2.1 (Kalman). Let (A,B,C) be a system, then

d (A,B,C) = rankOC (A,B,C) .

Hence, the system (A,B,C) is output controllable iff rankOC (A,B,C) = rankC.
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A related concept can be extended to a family of systems, where two systems

in the same family share the same set of non-zero interactions. In view of this, we

can discuss structural equivalence of two systems by disregarding the strength of the

interactions and only focusing on their existences.

Two matrices A and B of the same size are said to be structurally equivalent and

denoted A ∼ B if they have zero on the same positions, i.e.

Aij = 0 if and only if Bij = 0 for all entries Aij, Bij.

Two systems (A,B,C) and (A′, B′, C ′) are structurally equivalent if A ∼ A′, B ∼

B′ and C ∼ C ′.

It is an exercise to verify that structural equivalence is an equivalence relation.

Therefore, we can discuss the generic properties shared among the equivalent class

[A,B,C] of a given system (A,B,C). Conventionally, whenever the word generic

or structural is used, it is understood that the corresponding property is considered

among the equivalent class of a given system. The generic dimension gd (A,B,C) of a

system (A,B,C) is defined as the maximum dimension among all output controllable

subspaces, i.e.

gd (A,B,C) = max {d (A′, B′, C ′) | (A′, B′, C ′) ∈ [A,B,C]} .

Structural output controllability and structural controllability are defined by replac-

ing d (A,B,C) in the definition of output controllability and controllability with

gd (A,B,C). According to [23] and [33], the set {(A′, B′, C ′)} of system not sat-

isfying the maximality condition forms an algebraic variety and its complement is

measure zero and is open and dense with respect to operator norm.

Note. We assume the initial state of the system is always zero. It is a purely technical

reason for the well-definedness of a vector subspace, which must contain the zero

vector. Practically, one can start with an arbitrary state x0 and consider the affine
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linear transformation x 7→ x− x0 to obtain a vector subspace.

Example 2.2.2. Consider the system (A,B) given by

A =


0 0 0 0

e0 0 0 0

e1 0 0 0

0 0 e2 0


, B =


e3

0

0

0


,

where n = 4, m = 1 and C = I.

It is not structurally controllable as we can see

OC (A,B) =


e3 0 0 0

0 e0e3 0 0

0 e1e3 0 0

0 0 e1e2e3 0


has rank 3 < n.

2.3 Graph Theory

We will review necessary notions and terminologies in undirected graph and directed

graph. There are various formulations and terminologies for graph theory. In general,

we follow and refer to the treatise from Bollobás [3], Bondy and Murty [4] and

Diestel [6]. In particular, the terms walks and paths are chosen instead of paths

and simple paths. Fournier [7] and Lovász [18] contain interesting results about

the theory.

The concepts of directed matching, cactus covering and linking in directed graph

play an important role in structural controllability [17], [23], [29]. Their connections

will be discussed in the next section.
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2.3.1 Undirected Graph

Definition 2.3.1. An undirected graph G = (V,E) is a collection of vertices V and

edges E, where E ⊆ V × V and is symmetric, i.e. (u, v) ∈ E =⇒ (v, u) ∈ E for any

u, v ∈ V .

We shall identify the pair (u, v) and (v, u), and call it the edge uv or vu.

Two distinct edges are said to be

• adjacent if they have a common vertex;

• (vertex) disjoint otherwise.

Two vertices u 6= v ∈ V are adjacent if uv ∈ E.

A graph G′ = (V ′, E ′) is subgraph of G if V ′ ⊆ V and E ′ ⊆ E.

The degree dG (v) of a vertex v is the number of its adjacent vertices.

When it is important to indicate the associated graph, we use subscript notation

to denote the objects, like VG, EG.

Note. From the definition, a graph may contain self-loops but not parallel edges.

Definition 2.3.2. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph. Consider a vertex subset

A ⊆ V and an edge subset F ⊆ E.

The induced graph G [A] is the graph (A,E ′), where E ′ = {uv ∈ E | u, v ∈ A}.

The unique spanning subgraph containing all vertices V and edges F is denoted

by G [F ] = (V, F ).

Definition 2.3.3. A walk is a sequence of (not necessarily distinct) adjacent edges

e1, e2, . . . , en, where ek = ukuk+1. It is also called a walk from u1 to un+1 or simply

u1un+1-walk and denoted W : u1
*→un+1.

The vertices u1 and un+1 are called the initial vertex and terminal vertex respec-

tively and the vertices u2, u3, . . . , un are the internal vertices.

The length of a walk is the number of edges n and the order of the walk is the

number of distinct vertices it contains.
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(a) yx v1 v2

(b)

v4v1

v2 v3

Figure 2.1: Undirected connected graphs. (a) P4: A path of 4 vertices (hence of
length 3). (b) C4: A cycle of 4 vertices (and of length 4).

A path is a walk in which every vertex appears at most once. We denote by Pn a

path of n vertices.

A cycle is a uv-path with an additional edge vu added at the end of the path Pn,

where n ≥ 3. We denote Cn (n ≥ 3) a cycle of n distinct vertices.

Two walks are said to be

• (vertex) disjoint if they share no common vertices;

• independent or edge-disjoint if they share no common edges.

Definition 2.3.4. The distance dG (u, v) between two distinct vertices u, v ∈ V of

G is defined as the minimum length of any path from u to v or ∞ if no such path

exists; and zero for dG (u, u).

The distance between two sets of vertices A,B ⊆ V , dG (A,B), is defined as the

minimum length among every vertex pair (a, b) ∈ A×B, i.e.

dG (A,B) = inf {d (a, b) | a ∈ A, b ∈ B} .

The neighbourhood NG (u) of u ∈ V is the collection of adjacent vertices of u, or

equivalently,

NG (u) = {v | d (u, v) = 1} .
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(a) a cb

1 32

(b)

a

c

b

e

d

1

Figure 2.2: Bipartite graphs. (a) |X| = |Y | = 3. (b) Star.

Similarly, we define the neighbourhood NG (U) of a vertex subset U ⊆ V to be

NG (U) = {v /∈ U | d (U, v) = 1} .

The connected component N∗G (u) of u ∈ V is the collection of vertices of finite

length from u

N∗G (u) = {v | d (u, v) <∞} .

One can easily check that the relation u ∼ v defined by N∗G (u) = N∗G (v) is an

equivalence relation and induces a partition of the vertices.

Definition 2.3.5. Two vertices u, v are connected if dG (u, v) <∞.

A graph G is connected if there is one and only one connected component in G.

Definition 2.3.6. A vertex subset A ⊆ V is said to be independent (or stable) if it

has no adjacent pair of vertices.

Definition 2.3.7. A bipartite graph is a graph G = (V,E) with partition of vertices

V = X ∪ Y such that both X and Y are independent.

Definition 2.3.8. A matching M of an undirected graph is a collection of vertex-

disjoint edges with no self-loop.

A vertex v is matched (or saturated) by M if e = uv ∈M for some u ∈ V .

A matching M is said to be

• maximum if its cardinality is maximum among all matchings;

13



v4v1

v2

v3

Figure 2.3: A maximal (but not maximum) matching is given by {v1v2}. The match-
ing {v1v4, v2v3} is both perfect and maximum.

ac

b

e

d

g

f

Figure 2.4: Tree

• maximal if M ∪ e is not a matching for all e ∈ E;

• perfect if every vertex is saturated by M .

Definition 2.3.9. A graph G is acyclic if it contains no cycle Cn for n ≥ 3.

A tree is an acyclic connected graph.

It is well known that for a graph G the following are equivalent:

1. G is a tree;

2. G is connected and has exactly n vertices and n− 1 edges;

3. There is an unique path from u to v for any u, v ∈ G.
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2.3.2 Directed Graph

We studied the concept of undirected paths, cycles and matchings.We will discuss

the notions of their directed analogue. Cacti covering and linking structure, which

were studied by Murota and Poljak in [23] and [29], will also be discussed in this

section. Directed matching was introduced in Liu et al. [17]. An equivalent form of

their formulation will be stated and other concepts like induced directed graph are

generalized naturally.

Definition 2.3.10. A directed graph (or digraph) D = (V,E) is a collection of vertices

V and edges E, where E ⊆ V × V .

We denote uv the edge (u, v), the vertices u and v are called the initial (or head)

and the terminal (or tail) of the edge.

Two edges e1, e2 are adjacent if the initial of one edge is the same as the terminal

of the other.

The indegree d−D (v) of a vertex v is the number of edges with tail v, i.e.

d−D (v) = # {u | uv ∈ E} .

Similarly, the outdegree d+D (v) is defined by

d+D (v) = # {u | vu ∈ E} .

Definition 2.3.11. The underlying graph U (D) of a directed graph D is the undi-

rected graph constructed by adding necessary edges such that E is symmetric.

Definition 2.3.12. A (di)-walk is a sequence of adjacent edges. Directed paths and

cycles are defined similarly. We denote Pn and Cn (n ≥ 2) their directed counterparts

whenever a directed graph is discussed.

Definition 2.3.13. Suppose u and v are two distinct vertices in a digraph D. The

distance from u to v, dD (u, v), is defined by the minimum length of any di-path from
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u to v, if it exists; and otherwise ∞. We also define dD (u, u) to be zero.

The outgoing neighbourhood of v is given by

N1
D (v) = {u | dD (v, u) = 1} .

The incoming neighbourhood of v is given by

N−1D (v) = {u | dD (u, v) = 1} .

Similarly, we have the outgoing connected component of v

N+
D (v) = {u | dD (v, u) <∞}

and its incoming connected component

N−D (v) = {u | dD (u, v) <∞} .

The above definitions can be generalized for a vertex subset naturally.

The connectedness for digraph is further categorized into strong connectedness

(bi-directional) and weak connectedness (underlying graph).

Definition 2.3.14. Two vertices u, v in a digraph D are weakly connected if they are

connected in the underlying graph U (D); and are strongly connected if d (u, v) <∞

and d (v, u) <∞.

Both weak connectedness and strong connectedness are equivalence relations for

the vertex set. Their corresponding partitions raise the concept of connected compo-

nents.

Definition 2.3.15. Let v ∈ VD be a vertex. The weakly connected component (WCC)

of v in D is its connected component in U (D). The strongly connected component
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(a) yx v1 v2

(b)

v4v1

v2 v3

Figure 2.5: Connectedness for digraphs. (a) P4 has 4 strongly connected components
and is weakly connected. (b) C4 is strongly connected.

(SCC) of v is the equivalent class induced by strong connectedness, i.e.

{u ∈ VD | u, v are strongly connected in D} .

A digraph is weakly connected if its underlying graph is connected; and is strongly

connected if it has a unique strongly connected component.

From the definition, we can see that a directed path is weakly connected but not

strongly connected; and a directed cycle is strongly connected.

Definition 2.3.16. The undirected bipartite representation B = B (D) of a digraph

D is formulated as follows:

1. Construct vertices v− (incoming) and v+ (outgoing) for each v ∈ VD

VB =
{
v+ | v ∈ VD

}
∪
{
v− | v ∈ VD

}
.

2. Construct edges u+v− for each edge uv ∈ ED

EB =
{
u+v− | uv ∈ ED

}
.

The corresponding undirected graph B = (VB, EB) is defined as the undirected bi-
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v+4
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v+2
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Figure 2.6: Bipartite representations. (a) B (P4). (b) B (C4).

partite representation of D.

Clearly, the set of incoming vertices and outgoing vertices is a partition. With this

notion, we can extend our definition of undirected matching to directed matching.

Definition 2.3.17. A (di-)matching M of a digraph D is a matching for its undi-

rected bipartite representation B (D). A vertex v ∈ VD is said to be matched (or

saturated) byM if v− is saturated byM in B (D).

An equivalent formulation of di-matching was given by Liu et al. [17] as follows:

An edge subsetM⊆ ED is a matching if no two edges share a common initial or

terminal; and a vertex v ∈ VD is matched (or saturated) by M if uv ∈ M for some

u ∈ VD.

It is clear from the bipartite representation that P4 has a di-matching of size 3

and C4 has a perfect di-matching.

Next, we will discuss some important structures in a digraph. Cacti covering,
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maximum linkings and trees are graph structures that were studied in relation to

structural controllability.

Definition 2.3.18. Let U ⊆ V be a vertex subset. A digraph D is said to have a

U-rooted cacti configuration if it satisfies the following:

1. VD is covered by vertex disjoint di-paths with initial vertices in U and di-cycles;

2. the covering induces a vertex partition for VD, i.e. any two of the above di-walks

are pairwise vertex disjoint;

3. N+
D (U) = VD, i.e. there exists a di-path from U to v for each v ∈ VD.

Fig. 2.7 shows an example of u-rooted cacti configuration, which consists of the

di-path uefg and a di-cycle C4 : a→ b→ c→ d→ a. None of Fig. 2.7b and Fig.2.7c

possess a u-rooted cacti configuration. In Fig. 2.7b, we can choose only one of the

di-paths among {u→ e→ f, u→ g} for disjointness. In Fig. 2.7c, N+ (u) does not

cover all vertices. Indeed, the third condition implies weakly connectedness.

Definition 2.3.19. A linking L is a collection of pairwisely vertex disjoint di-walks

in D. The size of a linking L is its cardinality |L|.

Let A,B ⊆ V be two disjoint vertex subsets, a (A,B)-linking is a linking in which

every walk has initial in A and terminal in B.

A collection L of (A,B)-diwalks is said to be congestion-free linking if it satisfies

the condition that the distances from the intersecting vertex to the corresponding

terminals are distinct for any intersecting di-walks, i.e.

dD[W1] (v, t1) 6= dD[W2] (v, t2) for any di-walks W1,W2 having a common vertex v,

where t1 and t2 are the terminals of W1 and W2 respectively.

Congestion-free linking of a digraph is equivalent to linking in dynamic graph,

which was described as agents by Murota and Poljak [23]. Intuitively, we (and our
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friends) begin our driving journey on our assigned di-walks at a given starting time

(one person for each di-walk). All of us follow our own di-walk and drive to the next

vertex every second. Congestion-free means that it is feasible to arrange the starting

time so that all of us arrive at the destination at the same moment and none of us

visit the same vertex at any particular instance.

In Fig. 2.8a, a maximum linking is given by {a→ b, c→ d}. If we take A = {a}

and B = {b, c, d}, then {a→ b, a→ b→ c, a→ b→ c→ d} is a (A,B)-congestion-

free linking. Indeed, it is more useful to consider maximum (A,B)-linking or (A,B)-

congestion-free linking for a given vertex subset A and B. In Fig. 2.8b, if A = {a},

and B is the remaining, the maximum (A,B)-congestion-free linking has size 3.

Unlike undirected tree, which has various equivalent formulation, an acyclic di-

graph needs not have path uniqueness. Even if the underlying graph of a digraph is

a tree, it is not sufficient to ensure the existence of a vertex v such that N+ (v) could

cover the remaining vertices. One can observe this by reversing any one of the edges

of P4. On the other hand, strong connectedness implies the existence of dicycles.

Here, we reserve the term tree for path non-ambiguity.

Definition 2.3.20. A digraph is acyclic if it has no dicycles, and it is said to be a

directed acyclic graph (DAG).

Definition 2.3.21. A DAG is a (di-)tree if for every pair u, v ∈ VD, there is at most

one path from u to v.

We can observe that the digraph in Fig. 2.9a is a DAG, which has no dicycles.

However, it is not a di-tree as there are two paths a *→ d. Namely, a → b → f → d

and a → d. Fig. 2.9b gives a simple appearance of a di-tree. Note that there is no

path between a and g.
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Figure 2.7: Cacti configuration. (a) u-rooted cacti configuration given by uefg and
C4. (b) and (c) do not have u-rooted cacti configuration.
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Figure 2.8: Linkings
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Figure 2.9: (a) DAG. (b) Di-tree.

2.4 Graph theoretic approach to control theory

Given a system (A,B,C), we can visualize its structure (equivalent class) as a digraph

with vertices which represent the states, inputs and outputs of the system and edges

representing the non-zero interactions. It turns out there exists a criteria to the

structural controllability (i.e. C = In) of the system in its digraph constructed. This

approach was initiated by Lin [14] for single-input systems and further extended to

multi-input systems by Shields and Pearson [30]. Further results concerning (A,B,C)

were shown by Poljak [29]. There exist weaker criteria for the case where C is non-

singular as shown by Murota and Poljak [23].

In general, a vertex in a digraph can be split into its incoming and outgoing

counterpart as we have seen in the bipartite representation of a digraph. The row

vectors and column vectors of a matrix play a similar role. It is well known that

every matrix represents a linear transformation from its column space to its row

space (induced by left multiplication of the matrix to a column vector). We identify

the vectors of a matrix as vertices in a graph. More precisely, the row vectors and

column vectors of a matrix correspond to the incoming vertices and outgoing vertices.

For a given system (A,B,C), recall that n is the number of state variables, m is

the number of input variables and ` is the number of output variables. Assuming the

standard basis is used, we construct a vertex for each variable of the system and label
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them as follows:

V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} (state vertices),

U = {u1, u2, . . . , um} (input vertices),

C = {c1, c2, . . . , c`} (output vertics).

The matrix A represents a transformation within V ; matrix B gives the interactions

from U to V ; and similarly matrix C is a transformation from V to C. Hence, we can

construct the directed edges to represent all the non-zero interactions as follows:

EA = {vjvi | Aij 6= 0} (structural state edges),

EB = {ujvi | Bij 6= 0} (structural input edges),

EC = {vjci | Cij 6= 0} (structural output edges).

In our application, we assume that every row of C has exactly one non-zero entry,

which gives a bijection between C and a subset CV (called the target set) of V .

Definition 2.4.1. The (structural) digraph G (A,B,C) of a system consists of the

above constructed vertices U ∪ V ∪ C and edges EA ∪ EB ∪ EC . Occasionally, we

also consider the digraph G (A,B) without output, i.e. (U ∪ V , EA ∪ EB). Similarly,

G (A) for the digraph (V , EA).

We have the first result regarding the digraph G (A,B) and structural controlla-

bility of (A,B) in terms of cacti covering.

Definition 2.4.2. Let (A,B) be a system. The cacti covering number µ (A,B) of

the system is the maximum cardinality of state vertices subset that can be covered

by a U -rooted cacti configuration in G (A,B), i.e.

µ (A,B) = max {|S| : S ⊆ V and S is covered by a cacti configuration in G (A,B)} .
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u1 v1

v2

v3

Figure 2.10: Digraph of the uncontrollable system in Example 2.2.2.

Theorem 2.4.3 ([12]). The system (A,B) is structurally controllable iff it has a

U-rooted cacti configuration in G (A,B). Furthermore, we have the equality

µ (A,B) = gd (A,B) .

The second result concerning congestion-free linkings in G (A,B) and gd (A,B)

was shown by Poljak [29]. His work was formulated in terms of dynamic graph.

Dynamic graph provides a graph interpretation of the determinant of any subsquare

matrix of OC (A,B,C).

Definition 2.4.4. Let (A,B) be a system. Its congestion-free linking number λ (A,B)

is defined as the maximum size of (U ,V)-congestion-free linkings (of length at most

n) in G (A,B).

Theorem 2.4.5 ([29]). The system (A,B) has equal congestion-free linking number

and cacti covering number,

λ (A,B) = µ (A,B) .

Hence, λ (A,B) = gd (A,B).

In Fig. 2.10, which we saw in previous section that the corresponding system has

generic dimension 3, the maximum u1-rooted cacti covered set {v1, v3, v4} is covered

by the dipath u1v1v3v4. On the other hand, {u1v1, u1v1v3, u1v1v3v4} forms a (u1,V)-

congestion-free linking of size 3.

Further result about structural controllability was obtained for flexible interac-
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tions: whether the structural controllability will be affected if the strength of the

existing interactions of a system (A,B) changes over time. Mathematically, we are

looking for the rank of

[Bn−1, An−1Bn−2, . . . , An−1An−2 · · ·A1B0] ,

where Bk ∼ B and Ak ∼ A for all k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. It turns out that the above

relaxed controllability matrix has the same rank as OC (A,B)[29].

We summarize the results for structural controllability discussed as the following:

Theorem 2.4.6 (Four number equality[29]). For a system (A,B), the following quan-

tities are equal:

1. (cacti covering number)

µ (A,B) ,

2. (generic dimension)

gd (A,B) ,

3. (relaxed generic dimension)

rank [Bn−1, An−1Bn−2, . . . , An−1An−2 · · ·A1B0] ,

where Bk ∼ B and Ak ∼ A for all k = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1,

4. (congestion-free linking number)

λ (A,B) .

Unfortunately, there exists no such equality for output system when C is non-

singular. A counterexample was shown by Murota and Poljak [23].
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We extend our definitions from (A,B) to (A,B,C) by replacing every state vertices

set V with the selected target vertices set CV and still consider the digraph G (A,B).

Definition 2.4.7. Let (A,B,C) be a system. The cacti covering number µ (A,B,C)

of the system is the maximum cardinality of target subsets that can be covered by a

U -rooted cacti configuration in G (A,B), i.e.

µ (A,B) = max {|S| : S ⊆ CV and S is covered by a cacti configuration in G (A,B)} .

Definition 2.4.8. Let (A,B,C) be a system. Its congestion-free linking number

λ (A,B,C) is defined as the maximum size of (U , CV)-congestion-free linking (of length

at most n+ 1) in G (A,B).

Instead of a beautiful equality, we have an inequality for the quantities.

Theorem 2.4.9 ([23]). For a system (A,B,C), we have the inequality

µ (A,B,C) ≤ gd (A,B,C) ≤ λ (A,B,C) .

We conclude this section by a few examples showing cases for strict inequalities.

Example 2.4.10. Consider the uncontrollable system (A,B,C)

A =


0 0 0 0

e0 0 0 0

e1 0 0 0

0 0 e2 0


, B =


e3

0

0

0


, C =

 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1

 .

The matrix C indicates our target vertices set is {v2, v4}. Its output controllability

matrix is

OC (A,B,C) =

 0 e0e3 0 0

0 0 e1e2e3 0
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which has rank 2. Fig. 2.11 shows its digraph and clearly µ (A,B,C) = 1 as it is a

u1-rooted di-tree.

Murota and Poljak [23] presented the following example in which all the inequal-

ities are strict.

Example 2.4.11 ([23]). Consider the system (A,B,C)

A =



0 e0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 e1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 e2 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 e5 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 e3 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 e4 e6 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 e7 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e8 0



, B =



0

0

0

e9

e10

0

0

0

0



,

and

C =



1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1


.

The target set is {v1, v2, v3, v7, v9}. Its output controllability matrix has rank 4. A

code written in Sage for computing the rank is in the appendix. Fig. 2.12 shows that

µ (A,B,C) = 3 by choosing the di-path u1v4v3v1. One can easily construct a (u1, CV)-

congestion-free linking of size 5 by exploiting the di-cycle. A non-computational proof

using dynamic graph for the generic dimension can be found in [23].
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Figure 2.11: System with µ (A,B,C) = 1 < gd (A,B,C) = 2.

2.5 Computational complexity theory

In this section, we will merely focus on computational efficiency rather than com-

putability. Roughly speaking, we shall only focus on problems solvable by a com-

puter. In particular, we are interested in the comparison between two quantities,

the “time” or “number of steps” spent on solving a problem instance; and the input

size of a problem instance. Among all solvable problems, we will look deeply on the

class NP-HARD. Without being too technical, only the intuitions and ideas behind

the terminologies and the class of NP-HARD problems will be mentioned. For our

purpose, it is sufficient to study a few properties of the 3sat problem. The reduction

discussed in this section will be the polynomial-time reduction (the reduction used

in our proof in Ch. 4 is a stronger logspace reduction. This does not affect the NP-

hardness obtained for our results). A rigorous treatise of computability can be found

in Bridges [5]. Arora and Barak [1] and Papadimitriou [28] contain various

complexity classes and their hierarchies. Garey and Johnson [10] contains a few

NP-HARD problems and their NP-hardness proofs.

The computational model chosen is the multi tape Turing machine (TM) under

binary encoding scheme. The running time of a “problem”, with respect to a given

Turing machine, is a function of the input size of the task with output measured

as the “number of steps” taken by the Turing machine to halt (and return desired

results). A “problem” is said to be tractable if there is a Turing machine such that

the running time to “solve” any problem instance is bounded above by a polynomial
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Figure 2.12: System with λ (A,B,C) = 5, gd (A,B,C) = 4 and µ (A,B,C) = 3.
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in its input size. The corresponding Turing machine is said to be a polynomial time

TM.

A TM that solves a problem captures the notion of algorithm. We will use

the words “algorithm” and “Turing machine” interchangeably. An efficient algorithm

means its running time is polynomial in input size.

Optimization problems and decision problems are two type of natural problems

that arise in daily life. In an optimization problem, we expect the solution having

the sense of being “the best” under some reasonable comparison scheme; and there

may be various answers for a particular problem instance. In contrast, either “yes” or

“no” can be the final output for a decision problem. However, the above two types of

problems can be transformed to each other easily.

Consider the following optimization problem, called the subset-sum,

Example 2.5.1. You are given a bag of capacity K. A list of items of given weights

w = wi’s is known. Maximize the total weights your bag can store.

Mathematically, given a sequence of n positive integers (wi)
n
i=1 and an upper limit

K, find a sub-sequence (wnk
) such that

∑
wni
≤ K and

∑
wni

is maximum.

and its decision version,

Example 2.5.2. You are given a bag of capacity K. A list of items of given weights

wi’s is known. Can your bag hold items with total weight at least k?

Mathematically, given a sequence of n positive integers (wi)
n
i=1, an upper limit K

and a goal k, is there a sub-sequence (wnk
) such that

k ≤
∑

wni
≤ K.

We observe that by adding an extra variable (the variable k as in above), an
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optimization problem is transformed into a decision problem. For simplicity, we

focus only on decision problems in order to discuss running time.

An instance of the above decision problem is given by (with weights represented

as a vector):

K = 10

w = (1, 2, 3, 1, 1, 1, 2)

k = 11

The problem instance size (number of bits), ignoring the symbols K,w, k and the

equal signs, is the number of bits of the input used to encode the instance. We need

dlg 10e for K, dlg 7e for k and 4 dlg 1e + 2 dlg 2e + dlg 3e for w, and therefore the

problem instance size is 4 + 3 + 4 (1) + 2 (2) + 2 = 17.

It is obvious that
∑

w = 11 > K , hence the answer for this decision instance

is “no”. In general, the same heuristic cannot be applied, say when k = 7 or w is

modified. It is only capable of solving a particular instance of the problem but not

the problem itself. What we are interested is a “method” that is capable of solving

every instance of a given problem, which is a Turing machine (or an algorithm) that

solves this problem. Clearly, we can try every possible way of choosing the items and

record the maximum possible weight. In this case, there are in total 27 possibilities. In

general, there are 2|w| possibilities, where |w| denotes the number of items, a quantity

always less than or equal to its encoding size. Thus, we know that the running time

of checking every possibility has no polynomial upper bound.

Nowadays, it is still open whether such a polynomial time algorithm exists for the

subset-sum problem unless the P vs. NP problem is answered. Although it is hard

to think of an efficient way to solve the subset-sum problem, one can verify whether

a given configuration satisfies the problem requirements easily. For example, let us

consider the instance k = 8, K = 10 and w remains the same. We can reject the
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chosen items (1, 3, 1, 1, 1) by realizing the sum is 7. We accept the item list (1, 2, 3, 2)

by checking its sum being less than K and equal k. This checking process can be

done efficiently (in polynomial time). A nondeterministic Turing machine (NTM) is

a standard TM with the additional ability to try all configurations at the same time.

Its running time is measured as the maximum time spent among every individual

trial. For a given problem, assume there is an efficient way to verify whether an

arbitrary configuration satisfies the requirements. Then, we can create a polynomial

time NTM that try every possible configuration as long as the configurations can be

efficiently constructed. A problem belongs to the problem class NP if there is a NTM

solving it in polynomial time. For example, subset-sum is NP. The problem class

P consists of all tractable decision problems, or equivalently, those that can be solved

by a TM in polynomial time.

Finally, we come to the notion of hardness of a problem among a given problem

class. Among the problem class P (orNP), is there any representative problem in the

sense that it is the “hardest” problem in the class? An equivalent question is whether

there exists a problem which is at least as hard as all the other problems in a given

class. The term “as hard as” is understood as: if there is an algorithm solving the

hardest problem, one could have solved all the other problems efficiently in the same

class. The Cook-Levin theorem stated that both classes, P and NP, possess such a

representative problem. A problem that is as hard as all problems in a given problem

class is said to be a hard problem for that class. It is known that subset-sum is also

one such problem for the class NP2. The hard problem class is denoted by its class

name with suffix HARD. Hence, subset-sum is NP-HARD. A problem is said to

be complete in a class if it belongs to the same class and is a hard problem for that

class. Similarly, the complete problem class is denoted by its class name with suffix

C. We saw that subset-sum is NP, hence it is also NP-C.

We conclude this chapter by the boolean satisfiability problems sat and 3sat; and
2See [1, Ch. 2] and the chapter exercise.
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Karp’s many-one reduction.

Definition 2.5.3. Let x1, x2, . . . , xn be n propositional variables.

A literal is of the form either xk or ¬xk, where ¬ is the logical negation. Two

literals are distinct if they arise from different proposition variables.

A clause is a formula which only consists of distinct literals and logical disjunctions

(∨), i.e. it is of the form

xr1 ∨ xr2 ∨ · · · ∨ xrp ∨ (¬xs1) ∨ (¬xs2) ∨ · · · ∨
(
¬xsq

)
,

where rk’s and sk’s are distinct integers. With the common operator precedence that

¬ has higher priority than ∨, we usually drop the parentheses in a clause. Here,

we specifically require that every propositional variable appears at most once in a

clause. Though, technically, one can relax the restriction and arrive the same results

in complexity theory.

A conjunctive normal form (CNF) of a boolean formula φ over the n propositional

variables x1, x2, . . . , xn is of the form

(A1) ∧ (A2) ∧ (A3) ∧ · · · ∧ (Am) ,

where Ak’s are clauses, called the clauses of the formula, and ∧ is the logical con-

junction. Equivalently, one can say that a CNF is a conjunction of m clauses. It can

be shown that every boolean formula has a CNF.

A boolean assignment is a function x from the n propositional variables to {0, 1}n,

i.e. x : {x1, x2, . . . , xn} → {0, 1}n. The truth value of a formula φ under the assign-

ment x is denoted φ (x), which is clearly either 0 or 1. The truth value of a formula

is evaluated under usual logical operations.

A formula φ is satisfiable if there exists a boolean assignment x such that φ (x) =

1. The corresponding assignment is said to be a satisfiable assignment. Otherwise,

the fomula is said to be unsatisfiable.
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Example 2.5.4. A satisfiable formula in CNF is φ1 = (x1 ∨ x2) ∧ (¬x1 ∨ ¬x2) with

satisfiable assignment x = (1, 0). An unsatisfiable formula in CNF is given by φ2 =

(x1) ∧ (¬x1).

Note that in both formulas, the variable x1 appears twice in the formulas (and

also x2 for φ1), but it appears only once in each clause. Thus, φ1 and φ2 satisfy the

definition of CNF.

With the above notions, we can define the decision problems sat and 3sat.

Problem 2.5.5 (sat). Given a boolean formula φ over n propositional variables. Is

φ a satisfiable formula?

An equivalent formulation is that given m clauses over n propositional variables,

does there exist a boolean assignment such that all the m clauses has truth value 1?

Problem 2.5.6 (3sat). Given a boolean formula φ, where each clause consists of

exactly 3 distinct literals, over n propositional variables. Is φ a satisfiable formula?

The Cook-Levin theorem states that the above two problems are NP-HARD.

It is obvious that both problems are NP by a direct evaluation of any trial boolean

assignment.

Theorem 2.5.7 (Cook-Levin). sat and 3sat are NP-C.

The above result indicates that if we are lucky enough to find an efficient method to

tackle the sat problem, this method automatically gives us another efficient method

to solve the subset-sum problem, though they appear to be completely different in

essence. This automatic process is due to Karp’s many-one reduction, which is also a

key tool to prove that other problems areNP-HARD based on a knownNP-HARD

problem.

In order to understand the notion of Karp’s many-one reduction, it is important

to pay attention to the encoding of a problem. To be precise, the encoding of both

sat and 3sat are the number of propositional variables n, the number of clauses m

of the formula, and the structure of each clause.
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Example 2.5.8. One possible encoding for φ1 = (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ ¬x3) ∧ (¬x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ x3)

is

n = 3

m = 2

A1 = (1, 2,−3)

A2 = (−1,−2, 3) .

In short, we can use the express the encoding as 3; 2; (1, 2,−3) ; (−1,−2, 3).

Definition 2.5.9. A Karp’s reduction from problem A to problem B is a Turing

machine T that transforms the encoding of any input xA of problem A to an input

TxA of problem B satisfying the following:

1. T runs in polynomial-time (or use “memory” in logarithmic order of input size);

2. The problem instance TxA is true in problem B if and only if xA in problem A

is true.

We denote A ≤p B if there is a Karp’s reduction from problem A to problem B.

If T runs in polynomial time, it is said to be a polynomial time reduction. If T

uses “memory” in logarithmic order, it is said to be a logspace reduction. It is known

that any TM running in logspace memory also runs in polynomial time3.

Furthermore, for any two problems A and B, if there is an efficient algorithm

κ to solve B and A ≤p B, we can solve problem A by applying the corresponding

reduction T to any input instance x; then using the algorithm κ on the transformed

input Tx, which is an instance of problem B. The two steps can be done within

polynomial time, and hence the composition κ◦T gives an efficient algorithm solving

problem A. Usually, in order to show that a problem is NP-HARD, it suffices to

find a reduction from 3sat to the problem concerned.
3See [1, Ch.4] and [28, Ch. 8]
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Finally, it is important to realize the existence of some problems which are NP-

HARD but not NP, namely, the succinct 3sat problem [28, Ch. 20]. Thus, it is

not surprising that our work only leads to NP-hardness but not completeness.
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Chapter 3

Recent work

The application of control theory on complex network was introduced in [17]. Liu

focused on structural controllability of the entire system and studied the necessary

nodes in the network for achieving controllability of the entire system. In 2014, the

method was extended to a preselected subset of nodes [9], which was named target

control. In 2015, the application to identification of drug targets was studied by [34],

in which they considered single-target drugs for biological system. Both [9] and [34]

claimed optimality for their solutions obtained. We will discuss the approaches above

and analyze their correctness.

In this chapter, only structural properties are of interest. Whenever “controllabil-

ity” is discussed, it should be understood as structural controllability.

3.1 Controllability of the entire complex network

The fundamental question studied by Liu et al. [17] can be described as: given a

system, in order to make it controllable, find the necessary nodes to be connected by

external inputs.

It is obvious that the system is controllable by connecting to every node a distinct

external input, but this solution is practically unrealistic and meaningless. Naturally,
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[17] considered the problem as an optimization problem where one minimizes the

number of external inputs required and identifies the set of corresponding nodes to

be connected which they called controlled nodes. Among the controlled nodes found,

each external input is paired with a controlled node so that an injection is established.

They named the paired controlled nodes driver nodes.

In order to search for the minimum set of driver nodes, or equivalently the least

number of input nodes, they looked for a maximum directed matching in the given

system G (A).

Algorithm 3.1.1. Given a system G (A), the algorithm runs as follows:

1. Construct the bipartite representation B (G (A)) of G (A).

2. Obtain a maximum matchingM by any polynomial-time algorithm on B (G (A)).

3. IfM is a perfect matching, connect an external input to any vertex.

4. Otherwise:

(a) For each unmatched vertex, create an external input vertex and an edge

from the input to the unmatched vertex.

(b) For each di-cycle in the matching, add an edge connecting from any one of

the input to any vertex of the di-cycle whenever necessary.

Notice that the first two steps obtain a maximum di-matching in G (A) in poly-

nomial time, which we will omit in further refinement of the algorithm. Clearly, the

remaining steps can be done within polynomial time.

As a maximum di-matching corresponds to SCCs, the correctness of the algorithm

can be justified by the facts that G (A,B) is controllable if and only if the cacti

covering number is the number of state vertices; and that the covering number never

decreases if an additional edge from U to a di-cycle is added.
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3.2 Target controllability

In 2014, instead of controllability, Gao et al. [9] focused on output controllability.

The problem studied can be described as: Given an output system with a target

set of vertices, find the necessary nodes to be connected by external inputs so that

the system is output controllable. They presented a refined version of the algorithm

for controllability of an entire network trying to minimize the number of external

inputs. However, a subtle flaw can be found in their proof for both the correctness

and optimality of the refined algorithm. We will present counterexamples to the

refined algorithm for both cases and study the proof for the algorithm.

Algorithm 3.2.1. Given a system G (A) and a target set of vertices CV :

1. Set the objective matching vertices O = CV and k = 0.

2. Obtain a di-matchingM such that maximum number of vertices in O is matched.

3. Let Dk be the unmatched vertices and set O to be the matched vertices.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each iteration k to obtain the set of unmatched vertex

Dk until O = ∅, i.e. there are no matched vertices left.

5. D =
⋃
k≥0

Dk is then the driver nodes.

Note that in their terminology, driver nodes are state vertices which are connected

with a new external input.

However, we discover that the algorithm either fails to seek minimum inputs or

output controllability. Recall that the output system (A,B,C) appeared in Example

2.4.11 has generic dimension 4.

Our first counterexample to the optimality is constructed based on the example.

Consider the system G (A) with the target set {v1, v2, v3, v7}. Output controllability

can be achieved by using exactly one input connected to {v4, v5}. However, the above

algorithm states that one needs to connect to v4 and v5 each with a different input.
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In this counterexample, the returned set {v4, v5} is indeed the controlled nodes for

the system.

We also construct a similar counterexample to show that the algorithm does not

always return a set of controlled nodes of a system. When this is the case, one cannot

guarantee output controllability. To illustrate, consider the same system G (A) with

target set {v7, v9}. The only possible returned node is v5 by the fact that d−G(A) (vk) > 0

for k > 5. A simple computation shows that the corresponding generic dimension is

always 1. Furthermore, with the target set {v1, v7, v9} one can obtain a result with

neither minimality nor output controllability.

Notice that the main idea of the algorithm is to produce a graph of maximal

linking number greater than or equal to the number of target vertices. However,

as discussed in the last chapter, for a general output system there is no equality

between the cacti covering number, the generic dimension and the maximal linking

number. Thus, possession of a linking structure merely gives no information (in

the sense of mathematical rigor) about the generic dimension. In their proof, they

mistakenly applied the equality of the four numbers in Theorem 2.4.6 for system

(A,B). For a general output system (A,B,C), the quantities are governed by an

inequality in Theorem 2.4.9. As stated in the previous chapter, the inequality can

be strict. Nevertheless, we believe that the algorithm behaves quite well and closely

approximates the generic dimension.

3.3 Drug target identification

Controllability for biomolecular network was studied in [34], in which they called the

set of controlled nodes steering nodes. The application in biomolecular system is to

search for a minimum set of steering nodes to which one can potentially apply drugs

to achieve output controllability. They assumed the drugs used are single-target,

namely, every column of the input matrix constructed contains exactly one non-zero
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entry. They modified the algorithm for entire complex network to a weighted version.

Instead of finding a maximum matching, they formulated a weighted bipartite graph

and queried for a maximum weight matching. The correctness of the algorithm relies

on the existence of a cacti covering to the selected targets, but the existence is not

enough for optimality. In Example 2.4.10, we can see that the output system has cacti

covering number 1 but its generic dimension is 2. It is because no cacti configurations

can cover the selected vertices v2 and v4. A counterexample for their algorithm can

be constructed based on this observation, by setting the system G (A) with target

vertices {v2, v4}.

3.4 Conclusions

We have seen two algorithms which fail to obtain optimal solutions. The main reason

behind is merely the assumption of the equality of the quantities: µ, gd and λ, or

any equivalent conditions such as the necessity of the existence of a cacti covering or

sufficiency of a maximal linking. Our work in the next chapter actually shows that the

above problems for selected targets are NP-HARD under reasonable assumptions.

Unless P=NP, there is no algorithm that can always find an optimal solution within

polynomial time.
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Chapter 4

Our results

In this chapter, we will formulate the problems in the previous chapter mathemat-

ically. A number of variants will be shown to be NP-HARD. The limitations of

the techniques applied will also be discussed, hinting that no further results could be

obtained from the same reduction.

4.1 Problem Formulation

The mutual aim of the recent work is to maximize “controllability” of a given system

subjected to constraints that either minimize costs or side effects.

Problem 4.1.1 (Minimum input). Given matrices A and C of size n× n and `× n

respectively, find a matrix B of size n×m such that

1. gd (A,B,C) is maximum.

2. m is minimum among all matrices that maximize gd (A,B,C).

Problem 4.1.2 (Minimum affected states). Given matrices A and C of size n × n

and `× n respectively, find a matrix B of size n×m such that

1. gd (A,B,C) is maximum.
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2. The number of non-zero rows in B is minimum among all matrices that maxi-

mize gd (A,B,C).

Their graph equivalent formulations are stated as follows:

Problem 4.1.3 (Minimum U). Given G (A) and CV . Add vertices U and edges to

G (A) such that

1. gd (A,B,C) is maximum, where B is the corresponding induced matrix.

2. U is minimum.

Problem 4.1.4 (Minimum neighbourhood). Given G (A) and CV . Add vertices U

and add edges to G (A) such that

1. gd (A,B,C) is maximum, where B is the corresponding induced matrix.

2.
∣∣∣N1

Ĝ
(U)
∣∣∣ is minimum, where Ĝ is the graph G with additional vertices U and

edges.

Whenever it is clear from the context, we denote Ĝ the graph G with additional

vertices U and edges, i.e. Ĝ = G (A,B,C).

We define the notion of optimization for full controllability and target controlla-

bility as follows:

Definition 4.1.5. The Full control optimization problem (FCP):

Input: Matrix A of size n× n.

Output: Matrix B of size n×m such that

1. gd (A,B) = n.

2. m is minimum among all feasible matrices.

Definition 4.1.6. The Target control optimization problem (TCP):

Input: Matrix A of size n × n and matrix C of size ` × n, where every row of C

has exactly one non-zero entry.

Output: Matrix B of size n×m such that
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1. gd (A,B,C) = `.

2. m is minimum among all feasible matrices.

Their corresponding decision versions are formulated naturally. We will focus on

their decision versions from now on.

Definition 4.1.7. Full control problem (FCP):

Input: Matrix A of size n× n and an integer k.

Output: Yes iff there exists a matrix B of size n × m, where m ≤ k, such that

gd (A,B) = n.

Definition 4.1.8. Target control problem (TCP):

Input: Matrix A of size n× n, matrix C of size `× n, where every row of C has

exactly one non-zero entry, and an integer k.

Output: Yes iff there exists a matrix B of size n × m, where m ≤ k, such that

gd (A,B,C) = `.

4.2 Complexity for the problems

We will consider the following two variants of tcp. Their decision analogues will be

proved to be NP-HARD.

Definition 4.2.1. The N -bounded tcp problem (n-tcp) is the tcp problem with

the additional constraint that every input has outdegree bounded by N , i.e.

d+
Ĝ
(u) ≤ N for all u ∈ U .

Definition 4.2.2. The edge tcp optimization problem (etcp) is the tcp problem

with an extra optimization where the number of edges added is minimized among all

solutions.

Its corresponding decision version is stated as follows:
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Input: Matrix A of size n× n, matrix C of size `× n, where every row of C has

exactly one non-zero entry, and integers k1 and k2.

Output: Yes iff there exists a matrix B of size n ×m, where m ≤ k1, such that

gd (A,B,C) = ` and |[U ]| ≤ k2, where [U ] = {uv | u ∈ U , v ∈ V} is the edge-cut set.

We first justify the sufficiency of considering the decision version over the opti-

mization version. Suppose there is an efficient algorithm for the optimization version,

we can design an algorithm that invokes the algorithm for the optimization problem

and then check the optimized solution to see if it satisfies the requirements of the de-

cision problem. Therefore, any efficient algorithm for an optimization problem would

lead to an efficient algorithm to its decision version.

4.2.1 Outdegree bounded tcp

The NP-hardness for n-pcp is shown for N > 2 below. With a slight modification of

the constructions involved, the cases N ≤ 2 will be proved.

Theorem 4.2.3. (n+1)-tcp is NP-HARD for any N > 1.

Proof. Let φ be an instance of 3sat of m clauses C1, . . . , Cm over n propositional

variables x1, x2, . . . , xn. A few of gadgets are introduced for the reduction to be

constructed.

Pj: A di-path of j vertices; P I
j and P T

j its initial and terminal vertex respectively.

P k
j : The kth vertex of the path Pj, where P I

j is counted as the first vertex.

D1: A set of n disjoint copies of P1, i.e. a set of n stable vertices.

Dk: A set of n disjoint copies of Pk for k > m.

Similarly, we denote DI
j and DT

j the set of n initial and n terminal vertices.

X i,¬X i: Literal vertices for xi and ¬xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

T i : The tautology vertex associated with the pair (X i,¬X i), i = 1, 2, . . . n.

CLi: The clause vertex for the ith clause, i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

U i: The ith input vertex, i = 1, 2, . . . .
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The reduction T which maps φ to an instance Tφ = (A,C) of (N + 1)-tcp is

constructed as follows:

Construction of G (A):

1. Literal construction:

(a) Construct two literal vertices for each propositional variable xi, one for

itself and the other for its negation.

(b) Let X = {Xk | k = 1, 2, . . . , n}∪ {¬Xk | k = 1, 2, . . . , n} be the collection

of literal vertices. For each literal X ∈ X :

i. Construct a path of m vertices Pm , called the literal path PX associ-

ated with X.

ii. Add an edge XP I
X , which connects X to the initial of its literal path.

2. Tautology construction:

(a) Construct a vertex T i, called the tautology vertex, for each propositional

variable xi.

(b) Let T = {T i | i = 1, 2, . . . , n} be the collection of tautology vertices. Add

edges X iT i and ¬X iT i for each T i ∈ T .

3. Discrete layer construction:

(a) Construct D1.

(b) Construct Dk for k = m+ 3,m+ 4, . . . ,m+N + 1.

Let D =
⋃
DT

k be the collection of all terminal vertices constructed.

4. Clause construction:

(a) For each of the m clauses Cj:

i. Add vertex CLj.
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ii. Add an edge P j
XCLj for each literal X appearing in the clause Cj,

which connects the jth vertex of the literal paths of the three literals

of Cj to CLj.

Let B = {CLj | j = 1, 2, . . . ,m}.

The above constructed graph G (A) has the following properties:

1. It has at least nN +1 weakly connected component as each Dk contains n such

components and at least 1 for the literal vertices.

2. d (Xj, Tj) = 1 and d (¬Xj, Tj) = 1 for j = 1, 2, . . . , n.

3. d (X,CLj) = j+1 if X appears as a literal of the clause Cj; and∞ otherwise.

4. The longest path from any literal vertex has length bounded by m+ 1.

5. Only the discrete layers Dk contain paths longer than m+ 1.

6. The longest path is of length m+N , which appears in Dm+N+1.

Finally, we select the target set CV = T ∪ D ∪ B, which has exactly (N + 1)n +m

vertices and set the maximum number of inputs to be n.

To be precise, Tφ is the above constructed instance with G (A), CV and k = n. The

construction can be done in logspace memory hence polynomial time. The solution

matrix B we are looking for should have rank (N + 1)n+m. We will show that φ is

satisfiable if and only if Tφ has such a matrix B as solution by the below lemmas.

Examples are given to illustrate the construction stages:

Example 4.2.4. Note that the first two stages of the construction are unique up to

m and n. Fig. 4.1 shows the unique digraph after the two stages for any instance of

6 clauses over 4 variables.
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Example 4.2.5. Let φ be a formula with 3 clauses over 4 variables, where the clauses

are given by

φ1 = x1 ∨ x2 ∨ ¬x3

φ2 = x1 ∨ x3 ∨ ¬x4

φ3 = x2 ∨ ¬x3 ∨ x4.

The corresponding constructed digraph (with its discrete layer omitted) is given

in Fig. 4.2. Its discrete layer for the case 3tcp (outdegree bounded by N = 3) is

shown in Fig. 4.3. The target vertices (the clause vertices, tautology vertices and the

terminal vertices from all paths in the discrete layers) are drawn in grey. Note that

there are exactly n = 4 paths in each discrete layer and in total N = 3 discrete layers.

The digraph of the corresponding system of φ is the union of the two figures shown.
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Figure 4.1: Literal and tautology construction for m = 6 and n = 4.
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Figure 4.2: Digraph for φ = (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ ¬x3) ∧ (x1 ∨ x3 ∨ ¬x4) ∧ (x2 ∨ ¬x3 ∨ x4) with
its discrete layer omitted.

D1 D6 D7

Figure 4.3: Discrete layer form = 3 and n = 4 in 3tcp with the bottommost selected.
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Lemma 4.2.6. The system Tφ is solvable in (n+1)-tcp if φ is satisfiable.

Proof. Let x be a satisfiable assignment for φ. We construct the matrix B by giving

the input vertices set U = {U j | j = 1, 2, . . . , n} and edges as follows:

1. For k = 1,m+ 3,m+ 4, . . . ,m+N + 1:

(a) Choose any bijection between U and DI
k.

(b) Add edges from U to DI
k to indicate the chosen bijection.

2. According to the satisfiable assignment x, add edges connecting from U j to the

corresponding chosen truth value either Xj or ¬Xj of xj.

Note that OC (A,B,C) captures walks of different lengths from U to C. The column

vectors and the row vectors represent the corresponding outgoing and incoming ver-

tices with each block representing different lengths of the walks. In particular, CAjB

contains all walks from U to C of length j + 2. With the additional vertices U and

C, any path from U to C that induces a path in G (A) must satisfy the same bound

added by 2.

By considering the setDm+N+1, we know that the longest possible path inG (A,B,C)

has length at most m+N + 2 = (m+N) + 1+ 1 (1 for the output vertex connected

from a terminal and an extra possible 1 for an input connected to an initial). Hence,

CAjB is a zero matrix for j ≥ m+N + 1.

Clearly, there is a unique path (of different lengths) from U to every vertex v ∈

D ∪ B. Hence, the corresponding rows in OC (A,B,C) have exactly one non-zero

entry, which are in CAjB for j = 0,m+2,m+3 . . . ,m+N . As the entries in CAjB

are induced from bijections, no column contains more than one 1’s. In particular, the

rank of CAjB is n, where the non-zero pivoting elements appear at exactly the rows

representing the terminal vertices of Dj+1. Thus, we have

rankOC (A,B,C) ≥ Nn.
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Consider all paths from U to C with length 3. By construction, these paths must pass

through the tautology vertices T . Furthermore, the satisfiable assignment induces a

bijection from U to T . Similar arguments show that CAB has rank n.

Finally, for each of them clauses Cj, satisfiability implies the existence of k literals

(1 ≤ k ≤ 3) from which the clause receives the truth value 1. Hence, there exists k

paths from U to CLj. By construction, the paths are all of length (j + 1) + 2 and

these are the only paths from U to C. Therefore, the corresponding matrix CAj+1B

consists of exactly k 1’s in the row representing the incoming vertex CLj; with the

remaining rows being all zero. We can find a sequence of column operations acting on

CAj+1B that only affects the corresponding k columns containing the 1’s and results

in a block with a unique non-zero entry. Thus, we can obtain an equivalent matrix

for OC (A,B,C) with exactly |C| = (N + 1)n+m pivoting vectors, i.e.

rankOC (A,B,C) = |C| .

Obviously d+
Ĝ
(U j) = N + 1, hence the matrix B is a solution for Tφ.

Lemma 4.2.7. If the system Tφ is solvable in (n+1)-tcp, then φ is satisfiable.

Proof. Let B be a matrix satisfying the following:

1. |U| ≤ n.

2. gd (A,B,C) = |C|.

3. d+
Ĝ
(u) ≤ N + 1 for all u ∈ U .

By Thm. 2.4.9, we have gd (A,B,C) ≤ λ (A,B,C). Choose any (U , CV)-congestion-

free linking of size at least (N + 1)n+m in G (A,B).

Note that the outdegree bound implies [U ] contains at most n (N + 1) edges; and

that G (A) has at least nN +1 weakly connected components. Among all the weakly

connected components, nN of them are from the discrete layers, with each containing
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exactly one target vertex. The congestion-free linking implies the existence of a path

from U to each of the target vertices. Thus, at least one edge must be added for each

of the nN weakly connected components in G (A) in order to maintain connectivity.

The existence of n linkings from U to the tautology vertices T implies further n

edges have to be added. In total, at least n (N + 1) edges must be added and all the

inequalities become equalities.

It suffices to show that no two vertices in U can connect to the non-distinct literal

pairs, and hence induces a boolean assignment.

Consider the stable set D1, since exactly n edges are added from U to D1 and

d (U , v) = 1 for any v ∈ D1. Thus, all the n paths of length 1 to CV are directed edges

connected to D1.

Consider the tautology set T , any path starting from U to T must pass through

exactly one literal vertex since dĜ (U , T ) ≤ 2 and the stable set D1 used up all paths

of length 1 in order to be congestion-free. In other words, there are no directed edges

from U to T and the only edges related to T are connected from U to the literal

vertices. As each tautology vertex has a corresponding pair of literals and only one

of which is connected from U , there are exactly n paths of length 2 which induces a

boolean assignment x.

The corresponding assignment x is a satisfiable assignment. For each of the clauses

CLj, we can find a path from U to CLj. Observe that the path must contain one

of the literal appeared in the assignment x, which gives a truth value 1 to the clause

CLj by construction.

Hence, the boolean formula φ is satisfiable.

The above results show that T is a Karp’s reduction and (n+1)-tcp is NP-

HARD for N > 1.

For the problems 1tcp and 2tcp, one can modify the discrete layer construction

stage to arrive at the same NP-hardness.

Theorem 4.2.8. n-tcp is NP-HARD for any N > 0.
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Proof. The cases N ≥ 3 are shown. For N = 1, we simply remove the discrete layer

construction. For the case N = 2, we only keep the stable set D1 in the discrete layer.

The transformation is still valid as the same arguments apply.

4.2.2 Edge bounded tcp

We proceed on proving etcp is also NP-HARD by a slightly modified reduction.

Theorem 4.2.9. etcp is NP-HARD.

Proof. Let φ be an instance of 3sat of m clauses over n variables. The previously

used gadgets Dk are modified (and extended) to contain one fewer copy of di-path for

k = 3, . . . ,m+ 2:

Dk: a set of n− 1 disjoint copies of Pk for 2 < k ≤ m+ 2.

The main idea for this modification is to associate each clause Cj with Dj+2. The

reduction is the same as the previous proof except in the discrete layer construction.

We construct D1,D3,D4, . . . ,Dm+2 instead.

Using the same target vertices set, we set the maximum number of inputs to be n

and the maximum number of extra edges to be added be m (n− 1) + 2n. The below

lemmas show the equivalence between solvability of Tφ and satisfiability of φ.

Example 4.2.10. Let φ be the same formula in the previous example, i.e. m = 3

and n = 4. The only difference in the corresponding system is the discrete layer,

where there are only n− 1 paths in Dk for k > 1. Fig. 4.4 shows the corresponding

discrete layer in etcp. Note that the number of discrete layers is m+ 1 = 4.

Lemma 4.2.11. The system Tφ is solvable in etcp if φ is satisfiable.

Proof. We choose any satisfiable assignment x for φ. Establish edges between U

to D1 by any bijection. Add edges from U to the literal vertices according to the

assignment. Finally, for each clause Cj:

1. Choose X to be the first literal that gives Cj a truth value 1.
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D1 D3 D4 D5

Figure 4.4: Discrete layer for m = 3 and n = 4 in etcp.

2. Let U i be the vertex connected adjacent to X. Choose any bijection between

U \ {U i} and DI
j+2, add corresponding edges from U \ {U i} to DI

j+2.

The number of edges added is given by m (n− 1)+2n (n for D1 , n for literal vertices

and m (n− 1) for the last step). In the matrix OC (A,B,C), only the part involving

the clauses needs to be justified. The analysis for the other targets remains the same

by path uniqueness. Consider the vertex CLj which has k (1 ≤ k ≤ 3) non-zero

entries corresponding to the number of satisfied literals of the clause. The entries

appear in the block CAj+1B. The block contains exactly one column with a unique

non-zero entry and k − 1 columns with exactly two non-zero entries as every input

vertex has an edge to Dj+2 except the one U corresponding to the first chosen literal.

In additional to the row representing CLj, the k − 1 non-zero entries appear at

distinct rows being part of the bijection from U \ {U} to Dj+2. Again, we can find a

sequence of column operations acting on CAj+1B to get exactly 3 pivoting vectors.

Hence, OC (A,B,C) is equivalent to a matrix of rank |C|.

Lemma 4.2.12. It the system Tφ is solvable in etcp, then φ is satisfiable.

Proof. The number of weakly connected components in the constructed graph G (A)

is at least m (n− 1)+n+1. Similar to the argument for n-tcp, from the congestion-

free linking obtained, we can ensure m (n− 1) + n edges have to be added to the
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m (n− 1)+n weakly connected components, corresponding to theDj for j = 1, 3, 4, . . . ,m+

2. The remaining n edges are connected to the literals for each tautology vertex by the

exact same path length analysis. Satisfiability is inherited from connectivity between

U and the clause vertices. Thus, we again obtain a satisfiable assignment.

Therefore, etcp is NP-HARD.

4.3 Limitations on the construction

In the proofs, the number of edges plays a key role to obtain a boolean assignment

for the satisfiability of the boolean formula. A natural question arises, what happens

if more edges are allowed? Do the same results hold if one relaxes the (vertices and

edges) double optimization problem to a single optimization problem?

The answer is negative if one insists on using the exact same construction.

Example 4.3.1. Consider the boolean formula φ with all the 23 possible different

clauses over 3 propositional variables x1, x2 and x3, i.e all combinations of (±1,±2,±3).

If the number of vertices is relaxed and the edges are limited by the same bound,

one can construct a new input vertex to each target and add a direct edge. This

shows that even when φ is unsatisfiable, Tφ is still solvable.

On the other hand, a solution to Tφ with 3 vertices by using one edge more than

the required bound, which is 22 edges, exists. Note that the assignment x = (1, 1, 1)

satisfies 7 clauses except the clause ¬x1∨¬x2∨¬x3. With n = 3 and m = 7, the edge

bound for the 7 clauses formula is m (n− 1) + 2n = 20. From the 3-vertex-and-20-

edge solution for the 7 clauses (which exists and corresponds to x), we can construct

a 3-vertex-and-23-edge solution for the unsatisfiable formula φ as follows:

1. Add an edge from U 1 to ¬X1.

2. Add edges according to any bijection from {U 2,U 3} to the discrete set of two

paths corresponding to the clause ¬x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ ¬x3.
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The analysis for the targets in the discrete layer is trivial. The justification for the

clauses involving x1 is simple as the newly added edges do not change the corre-

sponding block. For the clauses with literal ¬x1 except the clause ¬x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ ¬x3,

in the corresponding block, one can eliminate the column corresponding to U 1 by

using the other literals. Finally, we can see that the existence of a path to the clause

¬x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ ¬x3 gives us an extra pivoting vector. Thus, the m (n− 1) + 2n edge

bound is optimal.

By a similar analysis, one can show that the vertex bound is also optimal.

4.4 Equivalence of fcp

We formulated two versions for the fcp problem, one minimizing the number of input

vertices; the other minimizing the number of adjacent vertices of the input. They turn

out to be equivalent.

The maximal matching algorithm proposed by Liu et al. [17] indeed seeks strongly

connected components of a graph and gets a cacti configuration. For each strongly

connected component, at least one edge must be added. Hence, their algorithm

that minimizes the number of input vertices also minimizes the number of adjacent

vertices. One can check that their algorithm always returns the minimum set of

controlled nodes (see the proof of Liu’s Minimum Input Theorem [17]).
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Figure 4.5: The clauses layer for the smallest unsatisfiable formula.
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Chapter 5

Discussions

In practice, the number of additional edges or the outdegree of input vertices is usu-

ally bounded, especially for the design of single-target-drugs or finite-multiple-target-

drugs in a biomolecular system. Hence, the search for controlled nodes for partial

controllability of a given network can be considered as an NP-HARD problem.

In short, our NP-hardness result implies that one should consider algorithms that

leave out optimality or absolute correctness. Potential candidates include the combi-

nation of artificial intelligence and repeatedly trained by the not-so-correct maximal

linking algorithm. By dropping optimality, a simple modification of the maximal link-

ing algorithm may lead to an absolute correct algorithm. One can consider checking

the rank of matrix using Gaussian Elimination algorithm and keeping track of which

vectors are eliminated and then attaching extra external inputs to the corresponding

vertices. Research of these variant is currently being undertaken by our lab.

Despite the proposed seemingly simple numerical algorithm, the modified ap-

proach has to be a probabilistic algorithm due to the fact that structural controllabil-

ity is defined among the whole equivalent class; and that the computable numbers are

countable while the real numbers are uncountable. For example, one cannot replace

the non-zero entries with the halting probability (or any non-computable numbers).

Unless a symbolic version for the Gaussian Elimination algorithm is applied, one can-
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not assert the maximality of the computed rank. However, symbolic computation of

the maximum rank for any arbitrary matrix is well-known as a case for matrix com-

pletion. It is known that the problem contains the polynomial identity test, which is

still open nowadays, as a special case.

At the time of writing this chapter, a new sufficient condition for structural output

controllability is found in [21]. The approach of using zero forcing sets for strong

structural controllability can be found in [22]. Further algorithmic study with these

recent results can be undertaken in the future. Hopefully, these recent conditions

can lead to further discovery of computational complexity features for problems in

complex networks.
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Appendix A

Sage Code for controllability

A symbolic code for checking output controllability is written in sage. The source

code is published in github: https://github.com/izayoi-ami/output-control

class ControlSystem:

def __init__(self,E,U,T,symbolic=True):

self.cnt = 0

self.E=E

self.U=U

self.T=T

self.A=None

self.B=None

self.C=None

self.OC=None

self.prepare(symbolic)

def edge_label(self):

name = "e{}".format(self.cnt)

self.cnt+=1
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return SR.symbol(name)

def prepare(self,symbolic=True):

E,U,T=self.E,self.U,self.T

ts = lambda : self.edge_label() if symbolic else 1

S0 = SR(0)

n=max(E.keys()+sum(E.values(),[]))+1

Vs= []

for k in range(n):

tmp = [ts() if k in E.keys() and j in E[k] else 0 for j in

range(n)]↪→

Vs += [vector(tmp)]

Us= []

for k in U:

tmp = [ts() if j in k else 0 for j in range(n)]

Us += [vector(tmp)]

Ts = []

for k in (T):

tmp = [1 if k==j else 0 for j in range(n)]

Ts += [vector(tmp)]

A=matrix(Vs).transpose()

B=matrix(Us).transpose()

C=matrix(Ts)

Ms = [C*A^k*B for k in range(n)]

OCs = []
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for M in Ms:

for c in M.columns():

OCs += [c]

OC=matrix(OCs).transpose()

self.A=A

self.B=B

self.C=C

self.OC=OC

Example. The computational code for Example 2.4.11 is shown:

E={1:[0],2:[1],3:[2],4:[5,6],5:[4,6],6:[7],7:[8]}

U=[[3,4]]

C=[0,1,2,6,8]

S=ControlSystem(E,U,C)

#S.OC.rank() is the rank
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Appendix B

Rank’s criteria for output

controllability

Theorem (Kalman). Let (A,B,C) be a system, then

d (A,B,C) = rankOC (A,B,C) .

Hence, the system (A,B,C) is output controllable iff rankOC (A,B,C) = rankC.

Proof. Recall that the system is defined by


xt+1 = Axt +But

yt = Cxt

and x0 = 0. By a sequence of direct computations, we obtain

x1 = Bu0

x2 = ABu0 +Bu1

...

xn =
n−1∑
k=0

An−1−kBuk
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and the above summation can be written in matrix form

xn =
[
An−1B An−2B · · · AB B

]


u0

u1

...

un−2

un−1


.

Note that yn = Cxn can also be written as

yn = Cxn =
[
An−1B An−2B · · · AB B

]


u0

u1

...

un−2

un−1


.

Writing the above matrix equation in operator form

yn = Tu,

we know that the dimension of image of T is the rank of the matrix representing T .

Next, we observe that the rank is not increased by adding more blocks of the form

AkB for k ≥ n.

By Cayley-Hamilton theorem, the matrix A satisfies its characteristic polynomial

equation

det (λI − A) = 0.

In other words, we can express Ak as a linear combination of A0, A1, . . . , An−1 and

thus appending AkB to OC (A,B,C) does not increases its rank for any k ≥ n.
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Appendix C

LATEX code for the construction stages

Codes used to generate the figures in Chapter 4 are shown here. They are available

in the same github link.

C.1 Clauses construction

Usage:

\clauseStage{m}{n}

\clauseStage{m}{n}{clausesList}

The third parameter is a list of clauses separated by semi-colon. Each clause is in

the form: j, k1, k2, k3, where j specifies the index of the clause and the remaining are

the corresponding literals (with −n meaning ¬xn).

Figure 4.1 on page 49 is generated by:

\clauseStage{6}{4}

Figure 4.2 on page 50 is generated by:

\clauseStage{3}{4}{1,1,2,-3;2,1,3,-4;3,2,-3,4}
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1 \DeclareDocumentCommand \clauseStage {m m >{\SplitList{;}}g}{

2 \begin{tikzpicture}[x=1.75cm,y=2cm]

3 \pgfmathtruncatemacro{\m}{#1}

4 \pgfmathtruncatemacro{\n}{#2}

5 \tikzset{node distance = 7cm }

6 \GraphInit[vstyle=Normal]

7 \tikzset{VertexStyle/.append style = {minimum size = 35 pt}}

8 \tikzset{->-/.style={

9 decoration={

10 markings,

11 mark=at position ##1 with {\arrow{>}}

12 },

13 postaction={decorate}

14 }}

15 \tikzset{EdgeStyle/.append style = {->-=0.75, ultra thick} }

16 \draw[dotted] (-0.5,-0.5) rectangle (2*\n-0.5,-0.5);

17 \draw[dotted] (-0.5,2+\m-0.5) rectangle (2*\n-0.5,2+\m-0.5);

18 \draw[dashed] (-0.5,1.4) -- (2*\n-0.5,1.4);

19 \foreach \i [evaluate=\i as \x using -0.5+2*\i] in {0,...,\n}{

20 \draw[dotted] (\x,-0.5) -- (\x,2+\m-0.5);

21 }

22 \foreach \x [evaluate=\x as \i using \x-1] in {1,...,\n}{

23 \Vertex[x=0+2*\i,y=1,Math=true,L=X_\x]{X\x10}

24 \Vertex[x=1+2*\i,y=1,Math=true,L=\lnot X_\x]{X\x20}

25 \tikzset{VertexStyle/.style = {shape = circle, ball

color=white}}↪→

26 \Vertex[x=0.5+2*\i,y=0,Math=true,L=T_\x]{T}
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27 \SetVertexNormal

28 \tikzset{VertexStyle/.append style = {minimum size = 35 pt}}

29 \foreach \v in {1,2} {\Edge(X\x\v0)(T)}

30 \foreach \p [evaluate=\p as \prev using \p-1] in {1,...,\m}{

31 \Vertex[x=0+2*\i,y=1+\p,Math=true,L=P_{X_{\x}}^{\p}]{X\x1\p}

32 \Vertex[x=1+2*\i,y=1+\p,Math=true,L=\lnot

P_{X_{\x}}^{\p}]{X\x2\p}↪→

33 \coordinate (pH) at ([shift={(-0.36,0.3)}]X\x1\prev);

34 \coordinate (pT) at ([shift={(0,-0.3)}]X\x1\p);

35 \draw[->-=0.75, ultra thick] (pH) -- (pT);

36 \coordinate (pH) at ([shift={(-0.36,0.3)}]X\x2\prev);

37 \coordinate (pT) at ([shift={(0,-0.3)}]X\x2\p);

38 \draw[->-=0.75, ultra thick] (pH) -- (pT);

39 }

40 }

41 \DeclareDocumentCommand \addClauseOne {>{\SplitArgument{3}{,}}m}{

42 \addClause ##1

43 }

44

45 \DeclareDocumentCommand \addClause {m m m m}{

46 \tikzset{VertexStyle/.style = {shape = circle, ball

color=white}}↪→

47 \Vertex[x=-1.25,y=1+##1,Math=true,L=CL_##1]{CL}

48 \foreach \x in {##2,##3,##4}{

49 \pgfmathtruncatemacro{\n}{abs(\x)}

50 \pgfmathtruncatemacro{\b}{1+(\x<0)}

51 \Edge[style={bend right,dotted,->}](X\n\b##1)(CL)

52 }
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53 }

54 \IfNoValueF{#3}{

55 \ProcessList {#3} {\addClauseOne}

56 }

57 \end{tikzpicture}

58 }

C.2 Discrete Layer for n-tcp

Usage:

\discreteNStagee{m}{n}{N}

1 \DeclareDocumentCommand \discreteNStage {m m m}{

2 \begin{tikzpicture}[x=1cm,y=1cm]

3 \pgfmathtruncatemacro{\m}{#1}

4 \pgfmathtruncatemacro{\n}{#2}

5 \tikzset{node distance = 2cm }

6 \GraphInit[vstyle=Normal]

7 \tikzset{->-/.style={

8 decoration={

9 markings,

10 mark=at position ##1 with {\arrow{>}}

11 },

12 postaction={decorate}

13 }}

14 \tikzset{EdgeStyle/.append style = {->-=0.75, ultra thick} }

15 \tikzset{VertexStyle/.style = {shape = circle, ball color=white}}
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16 \SetVertexNoLabel

17 \foreach \i in {1,...,\n}{

18 \Vertex[x=\i-1,y=0,Math=true,L=D_1^{\i}]{D1\i1}

19 }

20

21 \draw[dotted] (-0.5,-0.5) node[below right]{$D_1$} rectangle

(\n-0.5,0.5);↪→

22

23 \foreach \i [evaluate=\i as \mi using \i+\m, evaluate=\i as \mii

using \mi+1] in {2,...,#3}{↪→

24 \pgfmathtruncatemacro{\li}{\i+\m+1}

25 \draw[dotted] (-0.5+\n*\i-\n,-0.5) node[below right]{$D_{\li}$}

rectangle (-0.5+\n*\i,\mi+0.5);↪→

26 \SetVertexNormal

27 \tikzset{VertexStyle/.style = {shape = circle, ball

color=white}}↪→

28 \foreach \j [evaluate=\j as \x using \n*(\i-1)+\j-1] in

{1,...,\n}{↪→

29 \Vertex[x=\x,y=0]{D\i\j1}

30 }

31 \SetVertexSimple[MinSize=7pt]

32 \SetVertexNoLabel

33 \foreach \j [evaluate=\j as \x using \n*(\i-1)+\j-1] in

{1,...,\n}{↪→

34 \foreach \k [evaluate=\k as \prevk using \k-1] in

{2,...,\mii}{↪→

35 \Vertex[x=\x,y=\prevk]{D\i\j\k}

36 \coordinate (pH) at ([shift={(0,0)}]D\i\j\k);
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37 \coordinate (pT) at ([shift={(-0.13,0.12)}]D\i\j\prevk);

38 \draw[->-=0.5] (pH) -- (pT);

39 }

40 }

41 }

42 \end{tikzpicture}

43 }

C.3 Discrete Layer for etcp

Usage:

\discreteEStagee{m}{n}

1 \DeclareDocumentCommand \discreteEStage {m m}{

2 \begin{tikzpicture}[x=1cm,y=1cm]

3 \pgfmathtruncatemacro{\m}{#1}

4 \pgfmathtruncatemacro{\n}{#2}

5 \pgfmathtruncatemacro{\nLess}{\n-1}

6 \tikzset{node distance = 2cm }

7 \GraphInit[vstyle=Normal]

8 \tikzset{->-/.style={

9 decoration={

10 markings,

11 mark=at position ##1 with {\arrow{>}}

12 },

13 postaction={decorate}

14 }}
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15 \tikzset{EdgeStyle/.append style = {->-=0.75, ultra thick} }

16 \tikzset{VertexStyle/.style = {shape = circle, ball color=white}}

17 \SetVertexNoLabel

18 \foreach \i in {1,...,\n}{

19 \Vertex[x=\i-1,y=0,Math=true,L=D_1^{\i}]{D1\i1}

20 }

21

22 \draw[dotted] (-0.5,-0.5) node[below right]{$D_1$} rectangle

(\n-0.5,0.5);↪→

23

24 \foreach \i [evaluate=\i as \mi using \i+2, evaluate=\i as \mii

using \mi+1] in {1,...,\m}{↪→

25 \pgfmathtruncatemacro{\li}{\mi}

26 \draw[dotted] (0.5+\nLess*\i,-0.5) node[below right]{$D_{\li}$}

rectangle (0.5+\nLess*\i+\nLess,\mi-0.5);↪→

27 \SetVertexNormal

28 \tikzset{VertexStyle/.style = {shape = circle, ball

color=white}}↪→

29 \foreach \j [evaluate=\j as \x using (\n-1)*(\i-1)+\j-1] in

{1,...,\nLess}{↪→

30 \Vertex[x=\x+\n,y=0]{D\i\j1}

31 }

32 \SetVertexSimple[MinSize=7pt]

33 \SetVertexNoLabel

34 \foreach \j [evaluate=\j as \x using (\n-1)*(\i-1)+\j-1] in

{1,...,\nLess}{↪→

35 \foreach \k [evaluate=\k as \prevk using \k-1] in {2,...,\mi}{

36 \Vertex[x=\x+\n,y=\prevk]{D\i\j\k}
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37 \coordinate (pH) at ([shift={(0,0)}]D\i\j\k);

38 \coordinate (pT) at ([shift={(-0.13,0.12)}]D\i\j\prevk);

39 \draw[->-=0.5] (pH) -- (pT);

40 }

41 }

42 }

43 \end{tikzpicture}

44 }
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